if some historians are born great, few achieve greatness. But some have greatness thrust upon them. this was certainly true of Margaret Mary gowing, civil servant, archivist, and Britain's first official historian of the nuclear age. From modest origins, but armed with a good education, and favoured by the circumstances of Britain at war, gowing met and seized opportunities that led her eventually to occupy a position of national prominence that few historians-and, at the time, few women historians-could have anticipated, and which even fewer achieved. Her greatest, lasting scholarly contribution takes the form of two books, which in their mastery of official records laid the foundations of archival research upon which later generations of scholars have built. But her progress was never easy, nor were her successes complete. ever entwined, her personal and her professional lives were deeply touched by moments of acute stress, tinged with tragedy, that came to affect not only her academic performance but also the lives of family, friends, colleagues and students.
Donald went on to serve as a translator for the US naval Command in the Pacific; he was a member of general Macarthur's staff on board the USS Missouri when the Japanese surrender was accepted. after the war he stayed on in Japan for a year as a political adviser at the British embassy in tokyo, and returned to england in 1946. Such a long period of separation from her new husband was a key factor in sharpening her personal determination to succeed in a male-dominated civil service and whitehall environment: such single-mindedness-some described it as stubbornness-marked the whole of her career, largely in positive ways. a special case, requiring special treatment. Diplomatically, Hancock found a way through the minefield by commissioning a few 'synoptic' volumes, which he intended to follow with specialized volumes dealing with departmental issues in greater detail. His authors had to exercise, as Hancock put it, 'a good deal of ingenuity', circumspection, and discrimination in working from documentary to oral evidence and back again. 19 Much time was spent in revision. Perhaps there were some, like titmuss, who produced drafts that were 'too intimate, too revealing ... for the ministry, full of gossip, rife with unflattering facts'. 20 in such cases, Hancock had to coerce and cajole, even to threaten. 21 in 1947 gowing was given the title of Historian, and the rank of Principal. 22 if, at first, Hancock treated her like a research assistant, she soon became his right hand, revealing what many later saw as 'a drive and ability for decisive action that other historians usually lacked'. 23 in dealing with difficult authors, diffuse sources, and dissonant departments 'she was my saviour', Hancock said. 24 During the next two years, she consolidated her reputation with the formidable British war economy (1949), of which gowing drafted one-third, managing the statistics, so as to leave Hancock free to concentrate on broader themes of political economy, finance and manpower. 25 Later, according to Hancock, gowing rescued the Series volumes on agriculture, land transport and the Board of trade. no wonder he dubbed her his 'mobile reserve'. the next book in the Series, Civil industry and trade (1952) , she wrote with e. L. Hargreaves (Fellow of oriel College, oxford); this was followed by a chapter in Studies in the social services, edited by S. M. Ferguson and H. Fitzgerald (1954) . 26 By 1958, Hancock ranked Margaret as effectively co-editor of the entire Series, which eventually ran to 28 volumes. of the women who worked with Hancock at the Cabinet office, two were especially dear to him-one, his secretary (Marjorie eyre), whom he later married; the other, Margaret, who remained a friend for life. 27 For gowing (as she was now known in print), the Hancock legacy was equally enduring. Being midwife to the Series meant having to reconcile the wishes of historians and officials, without sacrificing the integrity of either. thanks to Hancock, 'the whole concept of official history ceased to represent the prostitution of the profession and became rather an important contribution to understanding in an age when government policy bulks so large.' 28 From Hancock, gowing took away lessons about how Britain managed economic mobilization and planning, squaring civil liberty with efficiency, against an extemporized and flawed but 19 remarkable history of interdepartmental and interservice cooperation. with Hancock, she shared a sense of outrage at america's early termination of Lend Lease, and the severe economic difficulties into which Britain had thus been put. Her reservations about the extent of american cooperation were to last the rest of her career, and to influence critical parts of her writing.
By the end of 1959, 32 000 copies of British war economy had been sold, and a postwar generation of historians saw in it a narrative of victory through national unity and central management, heralding the advent of the 'social service state'. thanks to Hancock and gowing, the war for the peace would be read as similarly requiring cooperation and planning. 29 in the words of alan Bullock, the distinguished economic historian, the book was a 'perfect vehicle' for describing the career of ernest Bevin. 30 Much later, British historians-winning for themselves belated access to the same official files-would beg to differ, and see in the Series' narratives more evidence of division and disunity, of conflict rather than consensus. 31 in their own time, some volumes met deep official opposition-Postan's history of British war production, for example, was blocked by the war office and Supply and Service departments, on the grounds that it revealed too much. the Series volume on Design and development of weapons, almost shelved in 1955, appeared only in 1964. a later generation of historians saw them as narrative without dissent (or as Hancock himself liked to say of official histories generally, 'dead mutton'). this experience, too, gowing took away with her-along with a cautious appreciation of the power of whitehall to defend, deny and delay.
against this, gowing enjoyed the prestige of working with the Cabinet office. as such, she had access to top secret papers, and everyday access to leading politicians and civil servants. gowing remained in the Cabinet office, working on the Civil Series until 1959. During the early 1950s, Margaret and Donald celebrated the birth of their two sons-nicholas (nik)-christened nicholas Keith, after Hancock-in 1951 , and James in 1954. in 1952, her experience of official archives was tapped by the Chancellor of the exchequer, who appointed her-then aged only 30-to Sir James grigg's committee on government records. the grigg report in 1954 laid the foundations of the modern state records system in Britain, and was to have a dramatic effect on her own life. 32 gowing later remembered a race between finishing her report and giving birth to James. 33 Fortunately, it proved to be a race, as in Alice in Wonderland, where all were winners.
During the 1950s, Donald's singing ambitions met with mixed success. He hoped that being appointed as a member of the choir at the royal opera House, London, would launch a professional career but it did not, despite acclaim in many productions. the need for a reliable income to supplement Margaret's earnings led him to take an administrative post with the Musicians Benevolent Fund, and he rose to the position of Director-general during the 29 in gowing's words, public enterprise, rationality and altruism had succeeded where markets and muddle had failed. See her 'the organisation of manpower in Britain during the Second world war', J. Contemp. Hist. 7, 147-167 (1972 (London, 1986) , and The lost victory (London, 1995) . 32 the Committee on Departmental records (Cmd. 9163, 1954) was chaired by Sir James grigg, Permanent
Undersecretary at the war office, 1939-42, and Secretary of State for war, 1942-45. the grigg report recommended that the Lord Chancellor be responsible for the Public record office; that records officers should be appointed in each department; and that official papers should be reviewed after 25 years and in principle transferred to the Public record office after a 50-year interval. 33 [Lorna arnold], 'Professor Margaret gowing', The Times, 11 november 1998, p. 23.
1960s. But the combined pressures of an unfulfilled musical career in parallel to Margaret's growing professional success and recognition led to alcoholism, which steadily darkened his and the family's lives. to look after the boys, the gowings employed a college-trained nurse, Vera ('Va'), who stayed for 17 years and became the family's best friend. But Margaret had to pay her, and to support her widowed mother as well. as it was, in the postwar years, a married woman with children, holding an ex tempore post, could count on little sympathy (let alone superannuation) from the Civil Service Commission. another future, preferably well paid, was needed.
as Hancock feared, the wartime History office was never intended to be a permanent fixture. Hancock himself began to return to academic life as early as 1944, working on the Civil Histories only part time until 1957. as early as 1950, Sir norman Brook (later Lord normanbrook), then Head of the Civil Service, put the case for having a permanent Historian in the Cabinet office, to which it was said he would have appointed gowing; but the proposal met stiff formal opposition from the treasury and the Civil Service Commission. in 1951 gowing was told she had no prospect of being retained at the rank of Principal (with full pension benefits) without her post first being made subject to open competition. apparently, she did not seek a permanent appointment in the administrative Class, for which she was certainly eligible. 34 in 1955, with the Civil Series coming to an end, with Hancock moving to the chair of economic history at oxford, and with young children to support, gowing faced a daunting choice-to continue on an unestablished basis in the Cabinet office or, in her words, to 'move to different territory'. 35 with Hancock's encouragement, she applied in 1955 for the LSe's readership in Social administration-'work with a more human content', as she put it 36 -and in the following year she applied for the Secretaryship of the national institute of economic and Social research. Her referees for the first were Hancock, Sir Keith Murray (chairman of the University grants Committee) and Professor g. C. allen (of University College London). Her applications reflect her well-tested confidence in speaking knowledgeably about public policy. But neither application was successful. She remained in the Cabinet office until 1959, during which time she worked for the radcliffe Committee on the monetary system, and for Sir norman Brook himself, on what she called 'experimental work on historical work for administrative use' 37 -the results of which were never published.
in 1958, after the successful reception of the grigg report, the Macmillan government passed the first Public records act, which required all executive departments to set up archives and records management systems, and to appoint Departmental records officers (Dros) to oversee the review, collection, listing, and conveyance of papers to the Public record office (Pro). this was the origin of the 'Fifty year rule'. 38 not all agencies, however, were included in the act's catchment. this omission notably included the United Kingdom atomic energy authority (UKaea), 39 in 1952, to manage Britain's civil nuclear policy and power production. the authority had inherited the functions and assets of the 'tube alloys' department of the Ministry of Supply (1940-54), along with the records of several defunct wartime agencies. But to the surprise of whitehall, the authority-a government corporation, rather than a department-asked to be voluntarily included under the act. this created an unprecedented opening for a 'Historian and archivist'. the UKaea's decision had important consequences. without it, the flow of nuclear history materials to the Pro would have been slowed to a trickle, and the earliest would not have reached the public until the 1990s. the decision also made Britain's early nuclear history better known to a general public whose understanding of wartime developments had been dominated by american narratives since 1945, and which had only recently been given much information about Britain's wartime achievements, following Macmillan's Bermuda accord with eisenhower in 1957. 40 For gowing, the authority's decision created a golden opportunity-at a single stroke-to continue as a historian, to become 'established' as a permanent civil servant, and to retain her rank as Principal (later rising to assistant Secretary). 41 in the summer of 1959, backed by Hancock, she applied for and was offered the job. Having failed to find an administrative loophole by which he might have kept her as a historian in the Cabinet office, Sir norman Brook reluctantly let her go.
the atoMic age, [1959] [1960] [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] gowing departed from the Cabinet office on 14 June 1959. 42 Looking back, she later recalled her 14 years there as among 'the happiest in my life'. 43 Her new job was not easy. Just one person was meant to organize from scratch, and bring under a unified system of reference, a vast quantity of relevant archives, originating in the Cabinet office, the war office, the Supply Departments and the Services, from at least 1939 to 1959; and to devise a records system appropriate to a rapidly growing organization that was already employing more than 40 000 people, working in more than ten offices, laboratories and factories across Britain. it also meant reading up on a subject about which she knew nothing. Her archival nous, polished by long practice in the Cabinet office, was certainly relevant. But her role, as she saw it, was not merely custodial nor, for that matter, managerial. to a historian, archives are a means to an end, not an end in itself. as to this part of her work, she later recalled, 'very little thought 40 the american nuclear story was highly influenced by the Smyth report in 1945. Later, more detailed accounts, but which also paid relatively little attention to Britain's contribution, appeared in three volumes: r. at all had been given to the historical side of the task or its implications'. 44 it was a testament to her own vision and energy that, within two years, she had immersed herself sufficiently in the subject to embark upon what would become her life's work-the history of Britain's atomic energy programme. in gowing's day, writing nuclear history meant navigating uncharted seas. as her colleague Lorna arnold recalled, 'there was no secondary material, and the subject, which had been wrapped in wartime secrecy, was still largely secret.' 45 gowing also had no scientific training ('i didn't know an atom from a molecule', she liked to say). 46 and she knew nothing of the history of science. But she did have several advantages, whose value she understood from her years at the Cabinet office. the UKaea would let her work with the minimum of interference. there were few strings attached-no deadlines, no designated methods of work, or periods or themes to be covered. She was given secretarial support and a salary, and she reported directly to the Chairman of the authority. She was free to get on in her own way, at her own speed. thanks to an early authority agreement with the Cabinet office, she had access to all departmental, Cabinet office, Downing Street, and Foreign office records, however secret, except for an undisclosed quantity of intelligence material. 47 an advisory committee was mooted, but apparently not appointed. 48 all gowing wrote, of course, would be subject to vetting, but within the authority there was the presumption that some form of publication would ensue. above all, she had the inestimable advantage of writing on a subject of intense national and contemporary interest, about which little was publicly known but for which there was a growing audience, eager to learn, and likely to respond well to a lively narrative. Her only competition came from american historians, and their account of the nuclear story, in her eyes, needed a British companion. 49 From the early 1960s gowing set out to apply to Britain's nuclear history the methods she had learned from Hancock and the Cabinet office-that is, begin at the top, and work your way through the people who actually made the history. in this, she was fortunate in writing at a time not long after the events she was describing and could command the help of many who knew these events at first hand. She played by the rules-she produced drafts, and sent them for comment to senior officials. as during the war, she excelled at asking awkward questions of senior scientists and officials. the first time they met, Sir Christopher (later Lord) Hinton FrS gave her two hours, and 'bared his soul'. Sir James Chadwick FrS, the nobel prize-winning physicist who had refused to cooperate with a Cambridge historian sent earlier by the Cabinet office, pursued their conversation with 'a glow of warm letters'. She became good friends with the physicists nicholas Kurti FrS and Sir rudolf Peierls FrS, both now at oxford. in France she met Bertrand goldschmidt, and in the USa J. robert oppenheimer 44 50 within the authority, the competing roles of archivist and historian were not always well understood, and for the latter gowing had to fight for support. among her closest allies was Sir roger Makins (later Lord Sherfield; FrS 1986), 51 chairman of the UKaea, and a historian by education. Makins had served in washington DC during the passage of the McMahon act, 1946, the implementation of which denied Britain access to american nuclear knowhow-especially the production of nuclear materials-and he knew at first hand the limitations of the 'Special relationship'. in 1964, the news of his forthcoming retirement brought gowing a moment of despair: 'the future of myself and my history seem very gloomy and i wonder if i can face it', she wrote. 52 revealing sentiments that she made more vocal over time, gowing reflected: i suspect that people think i collect files together and then sit down in an academic calm so enviable compared with the administrative hurly burly and, with a bit of [luck] and inspiration, write a chapter. in fact it is a gruelling intellectual job which requires intense concentration and involves very difficult problems of analysis, judgement and selection, as well as literary skill. Quite apart from this, i have had to cope with very eminent, sometimes very difficult people. if i had put a foot wrong the opprobrium on the authority might well have been considerable. 53 Fortunately, gowing's relations with the authority improved when-after just two years and two months, without research assistance, and amidst difficulties at home-she researched, wrote and published her first work in nuclear history, Britain and atomic energy, 1939-1945. 54 this was the first civil official history to appear outside the Cabinet office Series. as such, publication could not be guaranteed-certainly not if it contained footnotes, even if they were to documents that other historians could not see for the next 30 years. However, once gowing had submitted her manuscript for vetting, few changes were suggested, and opposition melted away. the UKaea retained copyright and, with a nod to security, removed her footnotes. 55 But they let the book be published by Macmillan, with an eye to a wide potential readership. it was a canny decision, profitable to publisher, agency and author.
Conceived by gowing as the first of three chronological volumes, Britain and atomic energy was a triumph. Hancock, who had read the text in draft, pronounced it 'first rate'. its success inspired Sir Mark oliphant FrS-the distinguished australian veteran of the Manhattan Project, and Hancock's former colleague at Birmingham, now returned to australia-to seek the appointment of a historian to work with the new australian academy of Science in Canberra. 56 (FrS 1945) to Mark oliphant, showing that, contrary to Heisenberg's calculations, a uranium bomb was technically feasible. the story that gowing came across this priceless paper in an old cornflakes packet may be apocryphal, but its retelling had an instant appeal that heavyweight official history could not match. Suddenly, there was an interest in the contemporary history of science, and in preserving archives on both sides of the atlantic. in gowing's phrase, the bomb had 'drawn a line across history'. 58 a new age of science had begun. if scientists had 'the future in their bones', as C. P. Snow put it, the nuclear scientists were in charge of reading the auguries. in retrospect, gowing was both lucky and inspired in her timing. Britain and atomic energy appeared just as Harold wilson's newly elected Labour government pronounced its determination to lead a 'white hot technological revolution'. Here was a textbook showing what Britain could do. But this was not the only attraction. amidst the grey precincts of official history, traditionally dominated by worthy accounts of transport policy and export controls, hers was possibly the most interesting book to trace its origins to Hancock's benevolent influence. although she escaped becoming a 'tele-don', in an age that coined the art form, her mail now included invitations to join government committees, 59 and to write for the literary press. that her contributions relied upon a thin background in science did not diminish her influence, or her reputation, which in any case was augmented by displays of secret documentary knowledge that few, if any, could match. overall, the response of the UKaea was gratifyingly positive. Public acclaim had won for the authority a rare form of kudos that politicians admired and administrators understood.
this niagara of near-universal praise had a tremendous effect on gowing's self-esteem, at a time when professional encouragement and support was dearly needed. Her husband, Donald, had by now long suffered from depression and alcoholism, and his continuing tragedy weighed 57 upon her to such a degree that she sought a separation. 60 She thought that time spent apart from Donald would benefit the boys. 61 of course, she had also to earn a living. She had produced her first volume in less than five years, but the next-covering at least the next decade of Britain's nuclear story-would take longer, and involve the mastery of more complex organizations, structures and technical issues, not to mention the contributions of many more scientists and engineers. She began to look for a university post where she could take the boys, one that would let her relinquish her role of authority archivist, while keeping a hand in writing its history. when, in 1966, such an opportunity arose to take on 'work with a more human content', as she put it, she seized it with enthusiasm. in September 1966, backed by her usual sponsors, and basking in the success of her book, she was appointed to a newly created readership in Contemporary History at the University of Kent. this post, she hoped, would help her promote the study of science and society-perhaps along the lines of the University of Sussex, which had begun similar activities in January the same year. 62 a senior academic appointment was surely her due-and Kent could have been her solution. But, as time revealed, it was not to be her destiny.
canteRBuRy taLes the University of Kent was founded in 1964 and, like other post-robbins 'new universities', was determined to play its part in 'redrawing the map of knowledge'. gowing was actively encouraged to come, in the hope that she would help 'close the gap' between Snow's 'two Cultures' and develop the academic study of science and society. Leaving Donald in London, she moved to Canterbury in october 1966, with high hopes all round.
when she took up the readership, the UKaea made her a consultant, with an annual retainer of £1000, a three-year contract (to September 1969), and a deadline of 1970. 63 'it is a condition of the present agreement', the authority said, 'that you will, subject to the normal exigencies of life, continue the project with undiminished vigour; and in particular use your best endeavours to achieve or improve upon our estimate of the time required for [its] preparation.' 64 it was soon clear that gowing's late entry as a 'mature academic' was to be a challenge for all concerned. as she discovered, taking time to research and write a major book, based on close contact with primary sources in distant archives, was bound to sit uncomfortably with the timetables of routine university business. nonetheless, she began well, and contributed to lectures, tutoring, committees and sixth-form conferences. as a single parent, home life with the boys proved difficult, but manageable. She christened their new home in nackington road 'elliotts', after her own family name. in the coming months, preoccupied with university work, and with snatches of research, she published nothing new on atomic energy. However, she also took important steps in a wider direction. reflecting on her own experience, she began to talk about the main problems besetting the writing of contemporary history-the 60 disappearance of leading personalities, and the loss or destruction of their records. 65 at a time when many in Britain were interested in conserving political, military and literary records, there was no national effort to preserve the papers of Britain's leading scientists and engineers. gowing recalled how, in the course of interviewing James Chadwick at his retirement home in north wales, the two sat in his attic, surrounded by wooden filing cabinets full of priceless documents. She was greatly worried when, asking what Chadwick was going to do with them, he 'shut his eyes, groaned, and said, "burn them".' 66 Such episodes helped set in motion what was to become perhaps one of her most significant contributions to British scholarship, the Centre for the archives of Contemporary Science (CaCS). 67 in 1961, in the course of interviewing her nuclear physicists, gowing had the good fortune to meet nicholas Kurti, the distinguished Hungarian émigré physicist, who was deeply interested in the history of Britain's wartime tube alloys project. 68 Kurti read and commented on Britain and atomic energy in draft, correcting several factual errors but broadly welcoming her work, and giving it a fine review. 69 70 Under gowing's supervision, this survey was conducted by Miss Joan Pye, formerly secretary to Sir John Cockcroft FrS, and at the time of the survey the UKaea archivist at Harwell. 71 Miss Pye processed the three collections in only three months. in 1969, acting on the advice of Dr Michael Hoskin, the principal historian of science at Cambridge (and founder of the Churchill College archives Centre), gowing proposed the establishment of a processing centre, rather than a national archive, in the interests of economy and cooperation with existing institutions. a meeting at the royal Society confirmed the idea of a Centre for Contemporary Scientific archives-not a single site but an active service, set up with private funding to catalogue papers and find permanent homes for them. 72 Money was obtained in 1972 from the wolfson and other foundations for a three-year project, to begin in 1973. in 1972 gowing also launched a Social Science research Council (SSrC)-sponsored project to prepare guides to newly opened papers at the Public records office, and she organized a conference with the SSrC on the use of historical data in the social sciences. 73 inevitably, all this missionary activity competed for attention with gowing's central taskfor which, in fact, she was being paid-namely, preparing the second volume of her nuclear history. in 1967, to keep the history on the rails, the UKaea persuaded Mrs Lorna arnold, an experienced civil servant, to transfer from the authority's Health and Safety Division to become the Departmental records officer (Dro) and gowing's assistant Historian. arnold had taken an honours degree in english and Latin from the University of London (1937), and then had taught secondary school for two years before entering the civil service at the outbreak of the war. 74 Like gowing, she had two sons. She had not studied history. on paper, she was a talented generalist. But she was adaptable, resourceful, and eventually became something of a 'boffin'-a description she would, with characteristic modesty, deny. By the beginning of 1968 she and gowing had researched and begun to draft parts of the second volume of the nuclear history, which took the story from 1945 to 1952. Much remained to be done, and both were hard pressed. when the Public records act of 1967 reduced the mandatory 'closed period' from 50 to 30 years, the authority's deadlines for reviewing and transferring records to the Pro quickly drew closer. as gowing had little time to visit the several sites at which nuclear archives were kept, arnold took on more and more of the work. Showing great ingenuity and initiative, she became to gowing what gowing had been to Hancock-and, in certain respects, overtook her senior.
given the circumstances, the completion of volume two-Independence and deterrence, 1945-1952 (or 'I&D', or Indy, as it was familiarly known to gowing and arnold)-was considerably delayed. the amount of material was huge, and as new sources were discovered a projected one-volume product became, on paper, two. More than Britain and atomic energy, these second volume(s) involved close vetting by the UKaea, the Foreign office and the Ministry of Defence. in a reflective moment, arnold describes how the two women researched the chapters on the 'Hurricane' tests, which involved trekking to the atomic weapons establishment at aldermaston. there it was ruled that, despite their being official historians, and so under the rule of the official Secrets act, they could not take their notes out of the office, and so must do all their writing in situ, under the watchful eye of the Departmental records officer. the ordeal was complicated by the tyrannies of transport. to get to aldermaston, gowing had to leave her boys, catch a very early train from Canterbury to waterloo, and thence travel by Underground to Paddington for a train to reading. Meanwhile, arnold drove from amersham to collect gowing at reading, for the drive to aldermaston. Cambridge (Diploma in education, 1938). During the war, she served in the army Council Secretariat. Between 1945 and 1947 she was on the staff of the allied Control Commission in germany and in its washington DC office. For a time she was the only woman in the British diplomatic service. in May 1949 she left the service to be married, and had two children. in 1955 she returned to official work, and in 1959 was recruited by the newly formed UKaea to work on a report following the windscale accident of 1957. in 1967, she joined gowing, and became the UKaea's Departmental records officer (Dro). Later, she was made UKaea historian. in 1976 she moved to Harwell to be closer to her work. in the same year she was appointed oBe. today, she lives in retirement in oxford. i am grateful to Mrs arnold for this information.
they finally arrived at 10.00. 'we worked like mad in the archives', arnold recalls, 'with a sandwich and a cup of tea at our desks … until the office closed at 5 pm and we started the journey home'. 'once', she adds, 'we stayed two nights at a nearby riverside hotel,' 75 but their domestic duties could seldom permit such indulgences. Practical difficulties were compounded by changes in the directorate of the UKaea. By the early 1960s, many of gowing's wartime contacts had died or retired. in their absence, she began to rely on a few advisors, notably including alan Bullock as well as her 'nuclear friends' nicholas Kurti and rudolf Peierls. Her mentors at the UKaea included robert Spence, the chief chemist and later director of Harwell, and Sir Christopher Hinton, the towering and formidable director of the industrial group of the British nuclear power project based at risley, which formed a triad with Harwell and the atomic weapons research establishment at aldermaston. Hinton was active in the House of Lords, and later became chairman of the Central electricity generating Board (CegB) and the first Chancellor of the University of Bath. gowing found in him a loyal ally. 76 Miraculously, the end of 1968 saw the authors of 'I&D' nearing a first draft. gowing focused on volume 1, and arnold on volume 2. they had no clerical help beyond the secretarial pool at Harwell. Margaret worked against the odds-in her words, writing until 3 a.m. every night after getting the boys to bed, and every weekend, while looking after an ill housekeeper (whose salary she had to pay). 77 Sending greetings to gowing from Canberra on Christmas Day, 1968, Hancock guessed that she 'must have been working like a b[…] at atomic energy ii': in times of great distress, as i well know, work is medicine, but try not to give yourself an overdose of it. i have no apprehension at all of your second volume not equaling, or even surpassing, the first one; but i suspect that it is at present in what i call the 'slinging together stage'? whatever happens, you must give yourself time to fuse every sentence and paragraph and chapter in the crucible of your final drafting, an agonising, exhausting, exhilarating task. My prayers will be with you when the time comes for you to face it. 78 However, a completed final draft was still far distant. if commuting to London and Harwell two days a week was stressful, so were the pressures to conform to her department's expectations of undergraduate teaching, an occupation for which she was neither trained nor especially gifted. She made herself unpopular by writing an article comparing grants to Kent's student union with the funding available to patients at the local mental hospital. She recounted how, as a member of her local education committee in London, 'she had to struggle to get £2000 to replace the lavatories in a slum school'. 79 Like the other 'new universities', Kent required staff to socialize to a degree that she found difficult to match with family commitments. among the staff, she made few friends. these included robert Spence FrS, who was Master of Keynes College. But her head of department in Canterbury, Professor theo Barker, became an implacable enemy. to Barker, she was a troublesome priest. She was not martyred but, according to a colleague, was instead hived off into a 'department' by herself. 80 with Donald in London, her sons at school, and few friends at work, sadness and loneliness soured her correspondence. the ever-supportive Hancock counselled patience:
For James' sake, you have to stay a few more years in Canterbury, which you have no cause to love. But since you have to live in it a while, you may as well look for a modus vivendi. take Barker … if you can find a modus vivendi with him, life will be more tolerable for you both. 81 this proved impossible. worse news befell her on 16 December 1969, a day she was away doing research, when Donald suffered a massive stroke and died in hospital in London. nik was in the midst of his 'a' levels, and James was still in school. remarkably, the family survived its heavy loss. nik won a place at Bristol, where he read geography. James took up a place at wye College, and later began to farm in the orkneys. the boys made their own way. But Donald's death left gowing coping with a great sadness that grew ever more intense with time.
From mid-summer 1969, gowing had begun looking for another job. Her morale was boosted by the warm reception given to her paper at the anglo-american Historical Conference, meeting in London, on the contemporary history of British science. Kurti recommended that she send it to Hugh trevor-roper, regius Professor of Modern History at oxford, adding that the recent tV series by Kenneth (later Lord) Clark on 'Civilisation' had failed to mention galileo, newton or einstein. 82 in July 1969 gowing answered an advertisement for the Keepership of the Public records, effectively the head of the Public records office, a position for which her expertise and experience amply qualified her. to her grief, but perhaps not to her surprise, she was the 'only outsider' among the three interviewed and was passed over in favour of the Deputy Keeper, whom she dismissed as a 'medievalist' and 'competent but very pedestrian', and she suggested that the office was 'anti-feminine'. 'i desperately wanted it and was very disappointed', she confided to Kurti, and excused herself from meetings with him, pleading domestic duties: 'i long to finish vol. ii', she said; 'the thought i might is all that keeps me going sometime. then perhaps i'll escape Canterbury, which is not my spiritual home.' 83 in 1970 she tried another tack, and applied for the newly vacated chair in the History and Philosophy of Science at University College London (UCL), the oldest chair in the subject in england. 84 this was perhaps the first indication that gowing saw herself as contributing to the history of science as a discipline, rather than to the contemporary history of science and politics. However, the UCL department had no discernible interest in the history of contemporary science, and few were surprised when a scholar of early modern science was appointed. 85 nonetheless, for gowing, these applications were useful trial runs. Her referees inevitably included Hancock, as well as alan Bullock, nicholas Kurti and rudolf Peierls, all in oxford. Peierls respected her work, and probably sent her the UCL advertisement. all three knew she was unhappy at Kent. a break point came in January 1972, when gowing applied for a personal chair at Kent in order, as she put it, to finish her book. to her surprise, her application was declined, and appeals to the Vice-Chancellor, geoffrey templeman, proved unavailing. 86 the conversation ended badly. accusing templeman of putting administration above scholarship, gowing told him that Kent was 'no place for my type of activity'. 87 She was probably right.
given all the difficulties that gowing either made or met, it was largely thanks to Lorna arnold that the UKaea history made any serious progress at all over the next two years. a year earlier, in the spring of 1971, gowing promised Christopher Hinton that final drafts would be circulated in the autumn of that year. 88 But it was not until early 1972 that draft chapters finally went to departments for comment-almost three years late. in the meantime, the entire first draft was read by alan Bullock-perhaps the first person outside government to have done so-who pronounced it 'a book of first class importance'. 89 Bullock offered to help gowing, despairing of Kent, find a new job-an offer he repeated in January 1972:
i think you have written some of the best contributions of 20 th century history i have read and i am convinced the further volumes will establish … your reputation as one of the leading contemporary historians in the english-speaking world. How to cash in on this and turn it into the sort of job you want? if there is any job you see for which you would like my support, you can rely on me to write enthusiastically about your work …. i beg you not to lose heart. i cannot believe that work as good as yours can go unrecognized for long when the next two volumes are published. 90 Bullock began to enquire about possibilities at oxford, including research fellowships at nuffield and St antony's. Kent had become a problem, and gowing looked for a solution.
oxfoRd Revisited in February 1972, oxford University advertised a chair in the history of science, the first in the university's long history. Despite having rich scientific traditions, and the oldest science museum in Britain (and one of the oldest in the world), oxford had few students and fewer dons who took a professional interest in the subject. But the need to do something for the 85 Dr P. M. rattansi, a student of walter Pagel's, was appointed to the chair. 86 geoffrey templeman, first Vice-Chancellor of the University of Kent, was a historian, well known for his history of warwickshire. you, however, feel that they should serve the more pressing needs of the university administration, believing that anyone who makes scholarship a major part of his interests should be content with a readership. … i believe that this concept will be damaging to the university. subject was recognized, and in 1953 the Faculty of Modern History established a University Lectureship, in accordance with its practice of creating posts in small subjects not already covered by the college system. the appointment went to a. C. Crombie, an australian-born biologist with an omnivorous interest in the history of science, then a lecturer at UCL. 91 at a time when england boasted few professional historians of science, Crombie brought oxford an impressive reputation. Following early academic work in physiology in australia and at Cambridge, Crombie had been identified with the new discipline since the 1940s. He helped establish the British Society for the History of Science in 1947, and was the first editor of the British Journal for the Philosophy of Science in 1950. in 1952, he published Augustine to Galileo, which became one of the best-selling textbooks in the history of medieval and early modern science. 92 this he followed in 1953 with Robert Grosseteste and the origins of experimental science, 1100-1700, which elaborated his view of science as a quintessentially rational activity, with a logic and dynamic of its own. 93 During the mid-1950s, under Crombie's direction, the subject had developed steadily, with five to seven graduates each year reading for a one-year diploma; and by 1957 five to ten science undergraduates were taking a Supplementary Subject offered in the history of scientific thought. From 1958, undergraduates reading chemistry could also write on the history of chemistry for Part iii, while a few read for the BPhil in Philosophy either in greek mathematics or medicine, in seventeenth-century physics or in nineteenth-century biology. 94 in seeking ways to develop the history of science, Crombie was ambitious for himself, and for oxford. in 1962, with Michael Hoskin, his contemporary and counterpart at Cambridge, he launched a new professional journal, History of Science, which attracted wide attention across the fledgling field. in 1963, with rom Harré (recently appointed University Lecturer in the Philosophy of Science), Crombie convened at oxford a massive international conference, on 'the structure of scientific change', fresh on the heels of the publication of thomas Kuhn's Structure of scientific revolutions, and remembered still as one of the most significant congresses in the discipline since world war ii. 95 From overseas, these efforts were seen as almost unprecedented acts of cooperation between the ancient universities, and between oxford and the rest of the world; and they brought Crombie a degree of international celebrity he warmly desired and fully deserved.
From the early 1960s, Crombie argued that a chair in the history of science was needed to stimulate the subject, as well as to complement oxford's traditional strengths in the philosophy trevor-roper fumed against historians of science, whom he collectively dismissed as 'antiquarians'-that is, 'historians of science who knew science, but not history'. 97 nonetheless, the subject grew steadily in popularity, and from the early 1960s, student numbers reading for diplomas and higher degrees rose from 7 to 32. 98 recognizing that 'a higher post seems essential to the teaching of a subject of such growing importance to the History School', the Faculty of Modern History twice accorded the chair 'Priority 1' in its submissions to the University grants Committee for funding in the quinquennia 1962-67 and 1967-72. in 1971 the Faculty's application was successful, and in January 1972 a chair was finally advertised. after a decade-long campaign, Crombie rejoiced. Looking back, an external observer, unfamiliar with the ways of oxford, and knowing nothing of the Faculty, could be excused for thinking the chair to be his for the asking.
Such, however, was not to be. on paper, Crombie was the outside favourite. His 20 years at oxford had seen some 50 students take the Diploma in the history and philosophy of science, and some 30 arts and science undergraduates had read for special subjects. But Crombie had few friends. His missionary fervour for his subject, conflated with personal ambition, had not made him popular. 99 His critics were quick to find fault. He was not a natural lecturer; he was said to show little patience with undergraduates, and was thought opinionated and pedantic. 100 His faux-english mannerisms masked a certain bunyip arrogance. the chair was by no means his for the asking.
within days of the advertisement appearing in the press, and knowing well her unhappiness at Kent, rudolf Peierls alerted gowing, and nicholas Kurti rang, suggesting she apply. 101 the deadline was 20 February. gowing was intrigued but thought her chances poor. in the event, she applied only at the last minute, with Lorna arnold rushing to get the application in the post. 102 vitae was impressive but, by modern standards, incomplete. By way of publications, she could offer her books with Hancock, but these were in economic history and were by now decades old; more recently, she could offer Britain and atomic energy, but even that had appeared eight years earlier. Independence and deterrence, which in any case was co-authored with arnold, was still in proof. there were eight applicants. to her surprise, gowing was one of the four interviewed. Hinton was among her powerful referees, and Hancock coached from the benches. 103 on 26 May she met the electoral board of nine, chaired by alan Bullock, then Vice-Chancellor. 104 on the science side there were rudolf Peierls, her champion, and Sir Frederick (later Lord) Dainton FrS, who knew her work; among the historians were Peter Mathias, who shared her interests, and trevor-roper. to her surprise, trevor-roper took her part. Possibly he warmed to the idea of a chair going to a working-class scholarship girl. 105 in any case, he was vehemently anti-Catholic. 106 and Crombie, the internal candidate, was a Catholic.
'i was in a blue funk by the time by the time i got to the electoral board', gowing later told Christopher Hinton; 'however, once having got my sea legs, i quite enjoyed it.' 107 the affair was, Peierls told her later, 'touch and go', but she 'got it on the oral'. Kurti was a 'little surprised', and thought the 'pundits would have elected someone devoted to looking out obscure facts about newton, Harvey, Boyle et al. ' . 108 a. rupert Hall 109 -the distinguished historian of science, then at imperial College, acting as an external elector-supported Crombie. in reaching the final decision, alan Bullock, the chairman-who alone on the Board had read gowing's (and arnold's) book in draft-had an influential role. 110 when votes were cast, Crombie lost. the Board appointed to oxford's first chair in the history of science a person who had degrees neither in science nor in the history of science; the first woman to be a professor in the history of science in Britain; and one of the few women then to hold a chair in any subject at the university. 111 Modestly, gowing said she had not expected to get the job: 112 'if anybody had said i would one day be a professor of the history of science, i would have said they were crazy …. i dropped both subjects at school.' 113 But the die was cast.
election to the oxford chair marked a turning point in gowing's life, and potentially a turning point in the history of the discipline in england. academically, it amounted to a vindication of her contribution to a national discourse. institutionally, it revealed the high regard in which she was held by contemporary historians, as well as by the community of nuclear physicists, who were among Britain's most influential scientists. in university terms, her election sent a message to the world-that oxford, struggling to modernize, could do just that, when opportunity arose.
gowing's election struck a conspicuous blow for modern, as against medieval and early modern, science, and for a reading of history that favoured social, economic and political perspectives, as against the examination of scientific practice. Some american historians, including a few who had thought to apply but who were put off by the salary, were reportedly nonplussed. a Cambridge friend warned her, 'oxford may give you a bitter welcome.' 114 Still, gowing was at last free of Kent and was, moreover, going to a place that set the highest value on academic achievement.
the UKaea was pleased with the appointment, as it seemed to augur well for her writing: 115 'i hope to write another instalment of the saga', she assured Lord Plowden, former chairman of the UKaea (1954-59) in october 1972. However, she added cautiously, 'it will not be immediately because (to my surprise) i have been appointed to a new chair in the history of science at oxford from January 1973, and i must concentrate on that for a time. But it is important to begin collecting evidence and once oxford is under control, i should have more time for writing.' 116 to roger Makins (later Lord Sherfield), Chairman of the UKaea, she was even more cautious: 'i am looking forward to oxford with enthusiasm and some panic. i am anxious to bring the history of science firmly into the mainstream of history and get "ordinary" historians interested in it. to do this, it is necessary to give some good lectures even if only a handful of students turn up at first.' 'at present', however, she added thoughtfully, 'i can't see when i shall write them.' 117 gowing's caution was well founded. She left Kent in november 1972 and arrived in oxford in January 1973. with memories of Kent's limitations fresh in mind, she had expectations of oxford that belied the reality. oxford gave its new professor a generous salary. But there was no actual department, no secretary, no research funds, and no office. Her first desk was in a room at the top of the registry annex; but ultimately she acquired a small space at the top of the indian institute, above the Faculty library, five floors up without a lift. the chair was attached to Linacre, a recently established graduate college, which offered an air of informality she welcomed, and an absence of undergraduates that seemed to suit her well. 118 During the next two decades, Linacre became the principal college for oxford postgraduate students in the history of science. gowing inherited few students, and had to build her own flock from scratch. overall, oxford enrolled about 20 research students in various fields of the history of science, but their supervision was distributed between the History Faculty, the Museum and the newly established wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine. 120 there was no university-wide core course for postgraduates in the history of science, and few research students in history were interested in the history of contemporary science. For history undergraduates there was a Special Subject, and in science a two-term course, with one term in philosophy of science and one in history of science. College dons could let their undergraduates take these courses, but few did. to advance the subject across the university, gowing would have to enlarge the existing Special Subject, and to persuade at least one Faculty to accept a new graduate degree. But the Faculty Board of Modern History had little reason to create courses for which there were no tutorial funds. the School of natural Sciences was reluctant to create a graduate course that was principally concerned with history and philosophy. administratively, the history of science lacked institutional autonomy. Much to her annoyance, gowing's first attempt to chair her own Faculty committee was overruled by a policy that gave the Faculty the right to appoint the ex officio chairman. Crombie continued as a lecturer in the subject, doing much of the same teaching as before, leaving gowing a narrow window through which to develop student support.
all this added up to a less than optimistic prospect. 121 gowing's task was to develop the history of science. as oxford professors lecture but do not tutor, and she had few natural allies among the History dons who furnished her undergraduate numbers, her best strategy was to develop a graduate degree. However, for this, through no fault of her own, she was singularly ill-equipped. Her innocence of the subject that she was appointed to teach she once shared with the oxford University Scientific Society, where she disarmingly observed: 'i think it would be very unfortunate if the history of science becomes the preserve of people who say we can't study the subject because we have no scientific or mathematical training.' 122 not only had she-pace her distant dealings with the Vice-Chancellor of Kent-no administrative experience, she also had an arms-length relationship with students. Most importantly, perhaps, she lacked basic training in the language, methods and ideas that dominated professional practice in the rapidly changing discipline of the history of science, and knew little of the many professional projects that were making headway throughout the world. all this she fully acknowledged. to Hinton (and possibly others) she appealed for 'tuition, literally from scratch-in electricity, history of, all the way …'. 123 once the initial surprise of her appointment had passed, colleagues rallied round-packages of books, journals and course reading lists were sent her from edinburgh and Sussex-in the sure knowledge that the oxford chair was, and would rightly be seen as, the jewel in the crown of the profession in Britain. 124 Hancock also sent her references to articles on 'science and society'. gowing read quickly, if unsystematically, into the subject matter of her newly acquired and rapidly moving discipline-which in Cambridge was eventually to have several chairs to oxford's one. on the personal side, domestic matters at first claimed much of gowing's time in oxford. House hunting proved a challenge until she found a home, first at 25 Hayward road, and later at 5 northmoor road. Living alone and out of college, she seldom entertained. 125 once a routine had been established, academic life was enjoyable. Hancock advised, 'à bas all Crombies! … don't use up adrenalin on their account', 126 and diplomatic relations with Crombie were simplified when he went on sabbatical leave the term she arrived. rupert Hall advised her to treat him kindly, and so she did, 127 although for the next decade, until his retirement in 1983, they had little to do with one another, either socially or professionally. Crombie remained the sole lecturer in the 'department' that gowing never had. 128 in her first full teaching year (1973), progress was slow. as ever, Hancock was full of advice: 'By now', he wrote in May 1973, 'you will be nearly through your summer term's lectures. numbers don't matter if the teaching is good. anyway, numbers may rise in later years. and soon your house will be in order and oxford-always a slow welcomer-will be growing more human.' 129 She made no secret of her reform agenda. to alan Bullock's joy, her inaugural Lecture-'what's science to history or history to science?', delivered in 1975-gave promise of a brave new world, with oxford at its pinnacle. 'Science and history', she said, 'are divided not by deep chasms but by man-made frontiers.' 130 Despite the decades since C. P. Snow's memorable attempt to bridge the 'two Cultures', her message still resonated across the land. regrettably, at oxford, the cultures were deeper than she imagined, and the trenches dangerous to cross. not unexpectedly, gowing used her lecture to criticize the 'academic isolation' that was the 'painful experience of some newcomers to oxford', and noted that the decentralization of undergraduate teaching among the colleges made curricular reform 'peculiarly difficult'. if the history of science were to thrive, it would need a larger place in the examinations. But there was the rub: this would require her listeners in the History Faculty to 'Be not afraid of science'. the second half of her lecture argued that 'history and science intermingle and cannot be separated by tenses', and that the politics of science must be part of history. She approved of the recent administrative separation of the history from the philosophy of science, and welcomed the history of technology, economic history, and politics, in shifting the terminal date of the Modern History syllabus beyond 1939. Doffing her hat to Peter Medawar, she insisted: 'whether we like it or not, science-the art of the soluble-is inextricably linked with politics-the art of the possible.' with perhaps a glance at her colleagues in the History of Science Museum, the discipline, she said, had 'tended to be an esoteric profession in the past, too often uncongenial to mainstream historians and scientists alike'. Divisions between 'internalists' and 'externalists' were unfortunate, and unnecessary. Collaboration between science and history was urgently required. offering perhaps too generous a hostage to fortune, she concluded with a promise: 'if we do not achieve this collaboration by the time i leave this chair, i shall have failed to fulfil the purposes for which it was established.' 131 By the late 1970s, gowing had developed a lecture course in the history of science in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that, with minor modification, continued to serve through the 1980s. to these, she recruited allan Chapman (an erudite expert in the history of astronomy), Paul weindling (then a promising research student in the history of medicine and biology, later a professor at oxford Brookes), and nicolaas rupke (later a distinguished professor of the history of science in göttingen). with Lorna arnold, she contributed to a nuffield project on Science and Society, 132 and convened seminars with colleagues-including alastair Buchan in 1975 on 'Science, technology, and the international system'. 133 Less happily, she did not keep up with rapid movements in the history of science, such as at Leeds, Durham, Sussex, Kent, Lancaster, and edinburgh, and was almost entirely ignorant of developments in europe, the USa and australasia that were reshaping the discipline. indeed, what she did not follow she tended to reject, sometimes to the professional cost of colleagues whose work she disliked, or whom she thought fell short of her high standards. as correspondence in her papers reveals, in not supporting colleagues for grants or promotion her word as an oxford professor was often taken as definitive, whether or not the assessment expressed was well informed. 134 research students did come her way, and some became friends, although, living alone, gowing found it difficult to combine professional life with domestic entertaining. 135 Much less friendly were the unwritten rules of the university, with its predominantly masculine and traditional biases. as she learned, academic life at oxford, as elsewhere, revolves around strategic alliances. Some, knowing nothing of the actual circumstances of her appointment, found it convenient to see her as the ' scientists' candidate ', and her success in a competition run by an arts Faculty as a victory for science. others regarded her as a mere archivist, 136 or, as one put it privately, Hancock's 'best research assistant'. Her powerful allies in Physics had few counterparts in History, even among the economic historians, who might have been expected to offer her sanctuary. Peter Mathias (all Souls) and Hugh trevor-roper (oriel) remained good friends, but were not always there to support her discipline. Perhaps her closest academic colleague was Charles webster (Corpus), the distinguished historian of science and medicine, who had arrived from Leeds in the same year as she had, as oxford's first reader in the History of Medicine and Director of the wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine.
gowing and webster cooperated closely in university affairs. 137 For her part, gowing supported webster and his Unit against what she called the 'forces of darkness', among which she counted, at one time or another, william Paton, rupert Hall and various wellcome trustees. 138 webster reciprocated with generous advice on a wide range of issues, including student supervision, promotions, and appointments. gowing thought webster the best living British historian of early modern science and medicine. at the time, he was also hard at work on the official history of the national Health Service, a task for which she had both personal sympathy and professional respect. 139 She hoped webster would succeed her on her retirement. 140 Contemporaries were sometimes surprised to find that in trevor-roper gowing found an improbable, but loyal, ally. 141 their friendship-polar opposites on the political and social spectrum-was a mystery to those who cared to think twice about it. Possibly it was nourished by a shared, anti-elitist (or at least contrarian) view of academic mores; possibly they shared a dislike of the 'new right'. 142 But there was also a shared respect for the integrity of scholarship. years later, gowing expressed her thanks to trevor-roper for his help in making 'the history of science real history, rather than a public relations exercise of failed scientists'. 143 Such praise has failed to find its way into recent scholarship on trevor-roper, but its deeper dimensions are worth exploring.
By way of contrast, from the curators of oxford's glorious but introspective Museum of the History of Science gowing preserved a professional distance. their reaction to her appointment was courteous, but not over-friendly. Her response was to keep calm and carry on. She had much work to do. Hancock advised, 'don't, for heaven's sake, remain perpetually submissive to deadlines. they are incompatible with civilised living.' 144 Such sensible advice, which she ignored. Between 1972 and 1973, she and Lorna arnold struggled to complete a text for vetting. there seems to have been no pressure to publish with Her Majesty's Stationery office. So, encouraged by alan Bullock, Burke trend (formerly Head of the Cabinet office), and richard Hewlett, the historian of the american atomic energy Commission, 145 she asked tim Farmeloe at Macmillan, which had done well with her first book, to send it out widely for review. Significantly, perhaps, gowing signed her preface as from Linacre College, where she had been made welcome, rather than from the Faculty of Modern History, where she had few friends.
the two volumes of Independence and deterrence appeared in november 1974, 146 and were received with great fanfare-perhaps not quite as much as greeted her first book, but enough to satisfy Hancock and Makins, 147 the UKaea, and probably gowing and arnold as well. 148 Complimentary reviews appeared in The Guardian, New Society and the academic press. even l'Express and Le Figaro published notices. thanks to the insight team, which did a double-page spread on gowing and her work, for two glorious weeks, Michael Howard wrote, 'you had the Sunday Times virtually to yourself'. 149 Dividing her story into two parts, the first volume was concerned with 'why' and the second with 'how' Britain had developed its atomic project from the end of the war in 1945 to its first weapons tests in 1952. the story was, in her words, 'woven into almost every part of the post war history of Britain, and involved almost every layer of government, military and civil'. although not part of the new series of peacetime official histories underway in the Cabinet office, it was the first official history for the postwar years authorized for publication by Her Majesty's government. even so, there were significant omissions in her account. no attention was given to the wider context of the Cold war, nor to the highly sensitive area of nuclear intelligence, where discussion of the 'Fuchs incident' and the 'Cambridge spies' was still highly topical, and secret. Still, within her chosen compass, gowing had enough to say. She took few hostages, and none by name. Her overriding theme in volume 1-on which Makins (by then Lord Sherfield) seems to have agreed-was that critical decisions had been taken without adequate consultation; that British considerations of British self-interest had been sacrificed to the goal of closer collaboration with the USa; and that this goal was not attained, because it was unattainable. in the postwar period, British nuclear diplomacy had mirrored British foreign policy-to the dismay, and eventual disarray, of both.
Kenneth younger, reviewing Indy in Nature, took gowing's readings as read, and marvelled how she and arnold had so clearly shown that the key nuclear decisions in the years 1945-52 had been taken-in secret by a small circle around attlee, Bevin and Morrison-and executed in ways that now seemed profoundly muddled, even chaotic. Makins and Hinton agreed that much had been a muddle, but how much more it would have been so, they said, had Britain's atomic policy actually been considered by the full Cabinet. apologetics were the order of the day.
gowing revealed how, and why, whitehall had persistently refused to confirm the link between Britain's civil and military programmes. She made public the fact that Calder Hall, Britain's first reactor, opened by HM the Queen in September 1956, was specifically designed to produce not only civilian electricity but also military plutonium. She revealed that the fire in 1957 at windscale (now Sellafield, in Cumbria)-the world's first, and largest, nuclear accident before Chernobyl-neglected warnings received from washington DC that underlined a continuing lack of consultation and communication.
overall, gowing revealed the failures of anglo-american governments to share information, and demonstrated how Britain, having sacrificed Commonwealth and european ties for the sake of the 'Special relationship', had been left to find its own, very expensive way forward in nuclear research and development. this was especially the message of volume 2-how Britain, deprived of the cooperation it deserved, had nonetheless brought its 'enterprise' to a remarkably successful outcome.
gowing's message was not warmly received by all in government. Her revelation that the americans 'led us up the garden path time after time' was not what the Foreign office wanted to hear, or see read. 150 Some thought that gowing had indulged in hindsight. But she spoke from the written record and, in effect, told some of the nuclear barons (Sir william, later Lord, Penney among them) things they said they had never known. 151 For the first time, those involved in small parts of the story could now see the whole. even those personally involved found material they had known of only at second hand. 152 the first archive-based account of postwar British nuclear policy instantly became required reading. when the second volume of the history of the american nuclear programme appeared in the same year, richard Hewlett warmly acknowledged her contribution to the anglo-american story. 153 However, the two volumes of Indy took that story only to 1952. the pity, as Hinton mournfully noted, was that it 'had to stop at a point where all that could be said for us was that we had produced an obsolete bomb more slowly than the russians.' 154 Britain had laid foundations for world leadership in a field 'that were so quickly lost'. 155 For Hinton, gowing confirmed (a view from which Makins, the diplomat, dissented) that Britain had given america 'all our nuclear power technology in return for a ballistic missile that would not work'. 156 Such issues would not go away. gowing more than hinted at the way in which the initial requirement of British Cabinet 'consent' for a British-based american nuclear deterrent was gradually diluted to mere 'consultation'-an issue that proved controversial in the 1980s, and may be so again.
to this pioneering work, a sequel was meant to come-not instantly, perhaps, but sometime soon-possibly again in two volumes. in the meantime, gowing was optimistic. the science media made her a feminist pin-up. the New Scientist praised not only her book, but also the 'shining example of the liberated woman, who has managed to combine career and home successfully'. 157 given her overnight celebrity, Hancock advised gowing to take time out-'for fallowing and for the pleasures of teaching, talking, dining, wining, reading, sleeping and lying in the sun before you throw yourself in to another battle against time.' 158 Hancock was displeased at the prospect of her engaging in 'more obsessive work', as he put it: 'why not leave atomic energy to the young-teach, enjoy oxford, make new friends and give yourself a fallowing period?' 159 wise advice, which gowing ignored. the obligation (thanks to pressure from the UKaea) weighed heavily. 'Hurricane' tests that gave Britain the bomb, and Britain's first H-bomb test in 1958. this volume could be called either Independence to interdependence or Interdependence regained, and would bring the narrative to a positive, if fleeting closure, with the US-UK agreement between Macmillan and Kennedy that ended 12 years of nuclear estrangement. 160 another possible outline was given the title Equipoise and energy, to cover the period 1952-63, in two volumes. the first would deal with administrative and international events, including the all-important anglo-american relationship, arrangements within nato and the Commonwealth, the development of the H-bomb, the advent of nuclear submarines, the Partial test Ban treaty, and Britain's civil nuclear power programme-as well as the emergence of the Campaign for nuclear Disarmament and the question of nuclear security. the second volume would complement this, with the consideration of several special topics, such as the windscale accident in 1957, the development of nuclear health and safety standards, the fall-out debate, continuing weapon trials, the supply of uranium and other raw materials, the history of nuclear production programmes, and developments in fast reactor and fusion research. 161 a third plan, equally ambitious-and possibly inspired by Lorna arnold-was called simply 'Britain and atomic energy, 1952-1958', and is dated as late as november 1991. this outline covered similar ground, beginning with the origins of the UKaea, the development of Harwell, the expansion of plutonium production (especially in the form of dual-purpose reactors), the resumption of an 'unequal interdependence' with the USa, and the development of civil nuclear power and thermonuclear weapons. this version would also have traced the euphoria that first greeted nuclear power but then fell victim to public scepticism, especially after windscale; the role of atomic energy in international affairs; and the development of a civil energy programme, with special reference to health and safety. Finally, it would have looked forward to the changed world once the McMahon act was amended, and would have considered the future of British policy after the american moratorium on atmospheric weapons testing in 1961. 162 even so, there was no mention of nuclear strategy, or nuclear intelligence; and the 1991 outline left what would be the next 'natural' period, 1958 to 1978, in total darkness. in fact, none of these three outlines-or the third volume-was destined to appear. indeed, 'volume 3' failed to progress beyond the outlines of 1972-73. research continued on massive archives in many locations, driven by the indomitable arnold, 163 but the book's strategic structure remained unresolved, and most of its text remained unwritten. gowing continued to be retained as a consultant to the UKaea, which, as before, expected her to come up to London and work steadily on the book. increasingly, however, her energies turned in different directions. Following 'I&D', Hancock prophesied that new opportunities would come her way ('How are the templemans confounded', he trumpeted), 164 and he was right. in 1974 gowing was invited to give the wilkins Lecture to the royal Society 165 and was appointed a member of the Lord Chancellor's advisory Council on Public records (1974-82). in July 1975 she was elected to the Fellowship of the British academy-one of the few historians of science to be so honoured, her success again facilitated by alan Bullock. 166 in 1976 she was made a member of the BBC archives Committee. this was followed by the award of honorary degrees from Leeds (1976), Leicester (1982) , Manchester (1985) and Bath (1987) . She delivered the Bernal Lecture at Birkbeck College in May 1977, 167 and in 1978 the rede Lecture at Cambridge, in which she defended the utility of history against the undermining effects of secrecy, which in her view had distorted anglo-american relations and undermined constitutional government in Britain. 168 in 1978 she began two years of strenuous work as one of the three members of Sir Duncan wilson's Committee on Public records (1978-81)-her appointment welcomed by trevor-roper, who thought it 'a great blow struck for the forces of reason, Sense and enlightenment'. 169 She was eminently qualified, as the only historian who had also been a Departmental record officer, and as a veteran of the grigg Committee a quarter of a century earlier. 170 the wilson enquiry took her to the USa: welcome travel, made onerous by a painful back. in 1979, she was invited to Jerusalem for the einstein Centenary, where she was feted as one of Britain's leading science historians. Her back pain she bore stoically-as she did her lack of progress on 'volume 3'.
as the decade ended, back pains were complicated by signs of a mysterious chronic illness that remained undiagnosed, but whose effects markedly slowed her down. Friends remarked that she returned time and again to call upon the same material, with variations for different audiences. 171 reading her rede Lecture back at her, Hinton teased, 'it is interesting, but you must be getting a bit tired of boiling the same cabbage over and over again.' 172 Lost time was a constant theme. to nicholas Kurti, in December 1978, she lamented the effort she had devoted to the Contemporary Scientific archives Centre (CSaC)-'it has involved for me a great deal of financial and staffing detail of the kind i especially dislike, (and which i said i would not do!), and after all i do not even have a secretary.' 173 it was hardly the first time. Perhaps illness was taking its toll.
in February 1979, in witness of a brave denial, gowing assured Christopher Hinton that any fears that she was 'fed up' with atomic energy were totally unfounded, and promised him that she would retire from her chair in 1981, at the early age of 60, to concentrate on finishing 'volume 3'. 174 She had been saying this since at least 1976, when she confided in Kurti that she might go even earlier 'if a good college research fellowship arose'. She repeated the point to everyone: 'i want to stay in oxford but i must spend more time on writing atomic energy history-also important for posterity-and i want more time to see my friends and family.' 175 'the trouble', she wrote to Hinton, 'is that i feel tired in my '50s and increasingly find it difficult to cope with no secretary-even for phone calls … i can't do more in a week than i do and even so i feel guilty over undone chores (and of friendships unpursued). i hope i shall get a clear run for 1981; i can't think how i did I & D.' 176 in mid-1979, having completed six years at oxford, gowing took her first sabbatical: a visit to Canberra, where friends and admirers-including the Hancocks, F. B. Smith, oliver MacDonagh and noel Butlin-made her feel welcome, even cherished. on her return, however, there was always 'the Book'. in September 1979, she delivered on a promise to herself, and applied for a research Fellowship at all Souls. Hancock agreed that 'election … would mean release from the strain which you have suffered without intermission for the last 30 years and more. you would do the things which you are bound to do professionally, and the things which you want to do as a person'. 177 the Fellowship would also have given her a clear run at 'vol. 3'. 178 election to the oxford college where Hancock had thrice been a Fellow-however stuffy its reputation, and rear-guard its influence-would have pleased her greatly. However, her application failed-despite supporting letters from Bullock and trevor-roper, as well as from Hancock. 179 the blow deeply dented her self-esteem. Failure in such a competition could be construed as personal rejection, anti-feminist prejudice, or even as a dismissal of the history of science. But in all likelihood these considerations were irrelevant. Peter Mathias and Michael Howard, both Fellows of all Souls, would have supported her candidacy. But the contest was of epic proportions-with 175 candidates competing for a single place-and that the vote went to an internationally distinguished mathematical logician could easily be mistaken for something it was not. 180 nonetheless, for gowing, failure was a form of rejection, leaving a bitter taste that refused to go away.
During her years at oxford, perhaps gowing's greatest satisfaction, if also her greatest frustration, came with her efforts for the CSaC. the preparatory work that began in 1967 under the aegis of a Joint Committee of the royal Society and the Historical Manuscripts Commission was continued under a subcommittee of the royal Society's British national Committee for the History of Science, Medicine, and technology, which included representatives from the British Library, the wellcome trust and the Council of engineering institutions. when, in 1972, the wolfson Foundation gave a grant to establish a Centre-which, according to gowing, neither the royal Society nor the Historical Manuscripts Commission wanted to run-gowing agreed to take it with her to oxford, for three years in the first instance. Because the overall majority of 'eminent scientists' whose papers were to be surveyed and catalogued were Fellows of the royal Society, gowing continued to insist that the royal Society should take responsibility for the project. this, however, Sir David Martin, the executive Secretary, resisted, as did his successors. in the event, the Centre was launched with funds from the royal Society, but also with grants from other sponsors, including the wolfson and Pergamon Foundations and, later, the ernest Cook and Mcrobert trusts.
work began in april 1973 with two salaried staff (Mrs J. B. alton and Mrs Harriot weiskittel), based first at gowing's office in the india institute, and then at 10 Keeble road. within six years, following the principles established by Joan Pye of Harwell-a simple survey, not an elaborate cataloguing-62 collections had been prepared, and the Centre had proved its worth. 181 gowing recalled spending 'more time on the Centre than on anything else for my first two years at oxford', 182 but gradually (and reluctantly, some said) she left her staff to get on with it. at her request, the Bodleian agreed to assign to the two staff professional salary grades. this gave them due recognition, even if it committed the Centre to meeting their annual increments.
in 1976, when the Centre completed its first three years, gowing discovered she had few prospects of further funding, as foundations typically limited their grants to single awards. time and again, she appealed to prospective sponsors, and to ronald Keay, who succeeded David Martin. Keay eventually agreed that the royal Society should take over about half the cost, in the form of a line budget in its annual government grant. 183 with this in hand, gowing generated matching grants from the rhodes trust, the wolfson and nuffield Foundations, and the institution of Mechanical engineers. 184 the Centre lived to fight another day. But in 1980 the wellcome trust, which had set up a medical archives project of its own, announced the end of its sponsorship, and the 1980s began with the Centre's future unresolved. gowing's twice-yearly reports reveal her continuing anxiety: 'is this really', she wailed to Kurti, 'what life in one's declining years should be comprised of?' 185 in fact, the 1980s proved to be a busy mixture. James was married, followed by nik (at St Cross, oxford) in July 1982. Both sons were successfully launched in life. in 1981 gowing's work for the wilson Committee on Public records finished, and in 1983 her fouryear term with the Lord Chancellor's Public records advisory Council came to an end. She was unhappy with the wilson Committee's recommendations for the preservation of records, which effectively postponed further reforms for many years. 186 But Sir richard wilson, later Secretary of the Cabinet, spoke in glowing terms of her reputation throughout whitehall. 187 in June 1981, she was appointed CBe-'a fitting reward for all your hard work', alistair Crombie generously sang, and many chorused. 188 in 1982 gowing was invited to deliver the Herbert Spencer Lecture, on 'Science and politics: an old and intimate relationship', in which she reversed the 'popular image of a British empire created and governed by oxford greats'. this, she said, 'obscured the pervasive role of those scientists, such as the botanists and the geologists who, with their professional institutions, were deeply involved with imperial and economic power. …' in time, politics embraced scientists-who proved 'both wise and foolish, both myopic and far-sighted, both judicious and ridiculous, both clear-headed and muddled. they turned out to be, indeed, remarkably like politicians.' 189 this was pontifical gowing at her best-but her reflections on science and politics won her few new friends in either Faculty.
Her academic ribbons and honours-what Kurti called her 'alphabetical adornments' 190 -gowing wore with sober grace. But these seemed to bring little satisfaction. Family and friends were especially dear, as were memories of her past. the phrase 'She never forgot her roots' recurs in letters to and from those who knew her. in the academic world, however, she failed to present a smiling face. apparently to create more time for writing, as she put it, she once considered letting her name go forward for the headship of an oxford women's college. when this did not eventuate, she withdrew into a self-protective silence. Her response to a similar suggestion made years later, a friend recalled, was a swift and firm 'no'. Bitterly, she told a friend, 'if all the Fellows walked on their knees from the station to northmoor Place to supplicate her, she would not change her mind.' 191 the record suggests they did not, nor did she.
Winding up, sLoWing doWn 'Death and disaster' were the leading words of gowing's letter to Hancock in august 1982, reporting the death of george allen, the economist, who had long been among her closest friends. Christopher Hinton's death followed in 1983. gowing wrote moving memoirs of both. 192 in oxford, she felt she could still call upon Peter Mathias, who shared her interest in science and society; and Michael Howard, whose long experience of journalism and military affairs gave them common cause. She continued a close friend of Charles webster, who became a research Fellow of all Souls in 1988. She greatly enjoyed a gossipy correspondence with trevor-roper, elevated to the peerage in 1979, who in 1980 swapped a fitful absence of harmony at oxford for 'seven contentious years' in Cambridge. 193 the frustrations that he met as Master of Peterhouse recalled to gowing her own struggles in oxford. 194 gowing often repeated her plan to retire early, and clearly wanted to do so. the target year of 1981 conveniently coincided with the publication of the wilson report and the end of the royal Society's grant to the CSaC. But against early retirement loomed the prospect of a lower pension, and with it came the logic of staying on until 1986, and age 65. Her younger son, James, needed financial help with his farm in the orkneys; and she worried about the risks that her elder son, nik, took when covering trouble spots in the world for itn and Channel 4 news, as senior correspondent and then Diplomatic editor. as these tyrannies took their toll, gowing's ability to focus seemed to ebb away. She fell prey to a kind of nervous exhaustion that her doctors failed to identify, let alone remedy. By 1982, she was complaining to all who would listen that 'there is far too much to do to keep my head above water. i find it increasingly difficult to keep track of everything, especially with the flood of paper, with no secretary.' 'the privilege of oxford', she added. 195 in fairness, oxford was not especially unkind to her. 196 Her life at Linacre was a source of pleasure. But the university seemed indifferent to many of its professors, and such indifference she read as opposition. those few research students whom she supervised speak warmly of her help, 'conscientious (to a fault) and very hard-working in terms of reading drafts, writing copious comments and offering advice'. 197 But she seldom commented on oxford intellectual debates, and played little role in university administration. oxford was not her game.
During the mid-1980s gowing published several papers, which drew on her earlier research, 198 but expressed concern that her 'life work' would never be finished. a decade had passed since 'I&D', and a sequel was nowhere in sight. Her prospects were not improved between 1980 and 1986 by a flutter with a history of solid state physics that did not materialize, and by several time-consuming visits to geneva in preparation for a history of Cern, in which she soon lost interest. 199 Her chapter on 'nuclear weapons and the special relationship' in a collection edited by roger Louis and Hedley Bull marks the end point of a journey that, in happier circumstances, might have had a different outcome. 200 as the years went by, gowing increasingly left arnold to 'her own salvation'. 201 in gowing's absence, the authority Historians office produced what arnold called 'a modest flow of papers, articles and lectures', and furnished information to industry and academics in Britain and overseas. 202 But no real progress was made on a 'volume 3'. research assistants were hired to write up sections that might one day be folded into a master narrative. 203 John Hendry, one of these assistants, remembers gowing as being 'quite impossible to work with'; 'the only way to get anything done was to work around her. During the period i worked there (1980-84), she produced nothing but just stormed in occasionally, had a tantrum, and stormed out again.' 204 given what we now know of her health, her behaviour is perhaps understandable.
gowing asked Hendry and arnold to write up a few 'special topics'. For Hendry, this included important work on fusion; for arnold, on health and safety. 205 arnold proceeded to write the first published account of the British atomic tests in australia, the research for which made available for the first time archival information then used by a royal Commission in australia. 206 the book made arnold's name, both in australia and Britain, while buying time against the completion of 'volume 3'. at gowing's request, arnold also wrote a chapter on the windscale accident of 1957, for which she conducted interviews that would have been impossible a decade earlier, or later. the incident came to the fore after the Chernobyl disaster of 1986, which occurred near the date (January 1988) when official files concerning windscale were to be released by the Pro. given the prospect of wide media interest, arnold suggested producing a book. gowing agreed, and the result was arnold's Windscale, 1957: anatomy of a nuclear accident. 207 'not long from now, you will be free from the distractions of your chair', Hancock wrote to gowing, in December 1984; 'no need for you to worry. you will bring to a triumphant conclusion your magisterial history of the atomic energy authority.' 208 the long promised moment of retirement came finally in 1986, when gowing turned 65, two years before the official (and customary) retirement age at oxford. the event was marked by collegial courtesy and civility. Lincacre College made gowing an emeritus Fellow, and nicolaas rupke edited a fine Festschrift-which, appropriately, included a preface by alan Bullock. 209 More surprising-to her colleagues, and to gowing herself-came the news of her election to the Fellowship of the royal Society, under the provisions of Statute 12 of its Charter, which permits the election of non-scientists who have made distinguished contributions to science. 210 this honour elevated gowing into the ranks of a select few-at that time, only two others (Joseph needham and Karl Popper)-who were Fellows of both the British academy and the royal Society. Jon turney in the Times Higher Education Supplement acclaimed gowing as one who 'has done more than anyone to establish the importance of science in social, political and economic inquiry'. 211 She was fond of saying to friends that, at one time, she had been undervalued; now, she was overvalued. genuine modesty masked deep delight. gowing was not sad to leave her chair. oxford University held no high place in her affections: 'inevitably,' she wrote to trevor-roper, 'i am conscious of my failures here rather than my successes.' among the latter, she counted her continuing support of the wellcome Unit, which had thrived under the direction of Charles webster. 212 Her most conspicuous legacy to the university was the CSaC, which, on her retirement in 1986, and Mrs alton's in 1987, oxford proposed to close. the Centre had processed some 110 collections and had won international acclaim. But this had come at a cost. to Michael Hoskin of Cambridge, gowing confessed that 'over the 11 years of the Centre's life, money has been a constant nightmare'. the royal Society was meeting 50% of its budget (£32 000 in current pounds), but the other half required hard canvassing. gowing did 'not envy any other body which might take over the job of raising money on this hand-to-mouth basis', and expressed 'great exasperation' with the royal Society for declining to take it over completely. 213 Under the circumstances, gowing was obliged to let other universities 'bid' for the CSaC. in the end, the only offer forthcoming came from the University of Bath, where rodney Quayle FrS, then on the royal Society's Council, was Vice-Chancellor. with royal Society support, the CSaC continued at Bath from the spring of 1987, rebranded as the national Cataloguing Unit for the archives of Contemporary Scientists. Many collections were processed, and several more were underway, under the direction of Dr Peter Harper, and with the continuing assistance of Mrs alton, when in December 2009 the royal Society withdrew its funding. the University of Bath declared itself unable to continue its support. 214 Fortunately, gowing did not live to see the demise of her beloved Centre. For a time, the history of science at oxford also remained in a parlous state. the University Lectureship that Crombie held disappeared with his retirement in 1983, and gowing had been unable or unwilling to seek funds to replace him. the Museum of the History of Science slumbered under erudite but unenterprising management, and undergraduate numbers in the history of science remained small. in 1986-87, only about 12 history undergraduates, in each of the first two years, took one of the two history options on the scientific revolution and on intellect and culture in Victorian Britain. in science, some 10-20 undergraduates took a Supplementary Subject or did a Part iii thesis in the history of chemistry, and a few undergraduates from other Schools, reading for other degrees, attended lectures. in the undergraduate courses, gowing's participation had receded, and none of the 17 research students working in different areas of the history of science were hers. Her passionate plea for the integration of science and history-the key theme of her inaugural Lecture in 1975-had been forgotten. the vacant chair went onto oxford's register of Suspended Posts. with the freezing of academic appointments in 1986, some feared that the chair might disappear. 215 at the time, it was common knowledge that gowing had retired to write the celebrated 'volume 3', 216 a Homeric task that had achieved almost mythic status. But what had been a near certainty at the project's dawn, and even feasible at midday, appeared at twilight quite out of reach. even a 'synoptic' volume, of the kind that gowing had written with Hancock during the war, was too awesome to contemplate. after gowing's retirement, the UKaea closed the historian's London office, and the aHo at Harwell was run down. Had there been an advisory Committee, its decline might have been arrested and its work continued. But there was none. as it was, work was delegated principally to Lorna arnold. not surprisingly, gowing grew envious of her extremely able, loyal and dedicated colleague, whom age had (and has) never wearied. 217 over the next two years, arnold produced a fine history of Britain's H-bomb, recounting events between July 1954 and the Christmas island tests in September 1958. this for the first time made public the work of william (later Lord) Penney and the 'weaponeers' of the atomic weapons research establishment, aldermaston, in designing, fabricating and testing Britain's first thermonuclear weapon. 218 along with other political factors, this demonstration of technological capability had won for Britain the 'great prize' of restored cooperation with the USa-the goal of nuclear diplomacy on which gowing had put such great store, and on the absence of which she had so passionately written.
in all she then wrote, and in all she has since written, Lorna arnold proved gowing's worthy successor. arnold's 'H-bomb' marked the last formal production of the UKaea History office. 219 Since the UKaea was closed in the 1990s, 220 nuclear history in Britain has become 'fragmented and there is no government body with an overall responsibility for nuclear matters'. 221 the authority's recent past has involved extensive privatization-of which gowing would have certainly disapproved 222 -and there seems to be no interest at the Cabinet office in sponsoring a history of the last half-century of Britain's affair with the atom. 223 with hindsight, the publication of Indy in 1974 marked the UKaea history's high water mark. But those volumes were limited to the period 1945-52. the next period, 1952-58, was dealt with in a few ad hoc publications, of which arnold's were memorable; however, for the decades since 1958 'there was (and is) nothing'. 224 as of this writing, the absence of a 'volume 3' leaves a major gap. there remains today no official study of the deliberations surrounding US/UK nuclear collaboration after the UK/USa agreement of 1958; no official study of Britain's civil nuclear power policy, nor of the many organizational changes that have transformed Britain's nuclear enterprise since 1953. 225 nor, indeed, has there been a definitive history of Britain's role with respect to reactor safeguards and radiological protection.
we may take it as given that, in Lorna arnold's words, Britain's official nuclear history project is now 'dead beyond hope of resurrection'. But if nothing of the original plan survives, it is surely appropriate to foster in other ways the work that gowing and arnold memorably began. given the continuing role of nuclear technology in Britain's civil and military policy, it remains essential that we know the routes by which science, technology, industry and government have brought us to the present we know, and to a future we will all have to deal with. the finaL cuRtain From the early 1980s, family and colleagues noticed signs of gowing's illness. Symptoms of failing memory and chronic tiredness were at times compounded by a troublesome back, which required her to wear a metal corselet. after retirement in 1986, she began to suffer what she called a 'virus', variously described as a myalgic encephalomyeltitis, or as 'post-viral fatigue disease'. 226 these diagnoses may have masked her real condition. Some recall that, when she was elected a Fellow of the royal Society in 1988, she had difficulty in taking in the news. 227 others recall having to help her find her way in the street. Her mental condition was all the more distressing for not being properly understood, and was never correctly diagnosed. She is now thought to have suffered from multi-infarct dementia, and from what are by now the all-too-familiar features of alzheimer's disease.
During the late 1980s, gowing remained a visible presence at academic gatherings. although she could not do new research, publications from her pen continued to appear. 228 Some of these repeated earlier work, but her memoirs of Bohr, Hinton and Chadwick were and remain fundamentally important contributions to the literature. 229 in 1992 she retired from the trusteeship of the national Portrait gallery, and in the next few years her social life wound down. recalling her postwar struggles with the treasury, her last years were troubled by struggles with the pension service. although she had worked in the civil service and academic life for 45 years, she was reckoned to have only 27 pensionable years, and so was not eligible for a full pension. Her son nik and his family were called upon to support her. 230 in the early 1990s gowing moved from northmoor road to ritchie Court, a block of purpose-built flats on Banbury road, and then to a nursing home. with both cunning and foresight she had identified these flats some years earlier, fearing a deterioration in her health, which she seemed to comprehend but also hoped to hide for as long as possible. in February 1994, after a lumbar puncture, her general health began to fail. with her mental condition worsening, nik and James moved her to even more sheltered care in a home in London, much closer to them. as the inexorable but little understood process of dementia consumed her, she was admitted to Putney Hospital, then to Kingston Hospital. 231 the end came, after the onset of pneumonia, on 7 november 1998. gowing willed her brain to the oxford Project into Memory and ageing (oPtiMa) at the John radcliffe Hospital. with her passing, tributes flowed in abundance. 232 a memorial service was held at the University Church of St Mary the Virgin, oxford, at which alan Bullock spoke. Margaret had led a distinguished life, of memorable service to her country and her calling. During her lifetime, she entered the history she had herself written; at her death, she became part of the national record that she had helped to preserve. 233 ReMains of the day a memoir seeks to be objective and even-handed, and this memoir is unlikely to be the last word said about Margaret gowing. rather, this should be viewed as an invitation to study in greater detail the life and times of a woman of intelligence, ability and drive who left a memorable body of work. this essay offers no more than tentative suggestions, upon which a later biographer may wish to build.
given existing evidence, it is hard to resist the conclusion that gowing's life embodied a fortuitous combination of intelligence, good luck, timely chance, careful tutelage, opportunity, integrity and hard work that, in the circumstances of postwar Britain, enabled her to rise from unpromising social, economic and educational origins to reach the summits of english academic life. of all the opportunities presented to her, she made the most. Her contributions to official history are regarded as monumental. among her staff, she was said to be 'difficult', and Sir Crispin tickell spoke of her 'spikey side'; yet, she was cherished by many historians who knew her. as Lawrence (now Sir Lawrence) Freedman wrote to her son nik, 'knowing that Margaret gowing took you seriously was a boost to anyone's confidence'. 234 Domestically, gowing found herself in an unhappy marriage, but took great pleasure in her children, friends and extended family. For her generation of women academics in Britain, she became a portrait in how to square the eternal circle of family, life and work. She lived for her subject, and for her children. Her early social and economic background left its mark. as Lorna arnold, perhaps her closest colleague, recalls:
of nonprofessional and non-academic interests, she had few. She was not much interested in music, or opera, or the theatre, and so far as i ever discovered, did not reach much outside her own subjects of economic and nuclear history. She wasn't interested in sport. in fact i think all her interest was really focused on her two sons, nicholas and James, to whom she was devoted, and on her career and professional work. 235 She was not without contradictions. She enjoyed the hallmarks of the Labour left, of men with northern accents and working class sympathies, but she could be autocratic towards her staff. Social climbing runs as a subtext throughout her career. She never seemed to overcome an early, deep-seated lack of self-confidence, which the receipt of academic awards and national honours failed to remedy. with her staff, or with those she felt not quite in her league, she could appear ungenerous. with some students, gowing could also appear cold; yet, in her assessment of those she valued, she was full of praise. Most of her few students went on to professional success, and attest to her kindness and readiness to help. extremely sensitive to criticism-intended or otherwise-she was quirky, ingenuous, abrupt, and awkward with others. reading her correspondence, one finds she could be oblivious to the implications of gossip, or what effect her words might have on others. 'outsiders' to oxford relished her readiness to say what she thought, without regard for the consequences. But this had a downside. although she greatly admired people she approved of, she was sharp in dismissing those whom she did not. Difficult to please, both personally and in print, she could find credit difficult to share. She was selective in her praise, and could be accused of playing favourites. the obligation to recommend all too easily becomes an opportunity to reward or punish. Her worst invective she reserved for those whom she considered morally or academically weak. Her letters are peppered with the vocabulary of the censor, with an implicit arrogance-works she disliked were deemed 'worthless' or, scarcely less terrifying, 'disreputable'. as often with those espousing high principles, her broadsides could backfire.
She could rebuke what she called 'dealers in sneers', yet in private correspondence sail perilously close to using their own language. 236 in a familiar, self-deprecating phrase, one that wearied with repetition, gowing seems to have rejoiced in the admission, once appointed, that she had never studied science. in an interview with the Times Higher Education Supplement, 17 years after she took the chair at oxford, she admitted it was 'completely improbable that she should move into the history of science'. 237 But to rise to the challenge is what work demanded, and once her drafts had been read-and corrected, if necessary, by the brightest scientists in the land-her ignorance of science did her no lasting damage. indeed, faced with large, usually masculine egos, in what were, in her day, the most masculine fields of science and engineering, the de facto necessity of cultivating a stereotype of female innocence, if not ignorance, could work powerfully to her advantage. Knowing little of the technicalities, she showed herself willing to learn from those who gave her time. Her account of events in turn helped reflect their considered views. as caricatures of Margaret thatcher beckon, it could be that women more powerful than gowing have played the same game with similar success.
For gowing, academic life at Kent and oxford was a disappointing experience. However much she may have been viewed as the ' scientists' candidate ' (and advocate), gowing never strayed far from her wartime interests in archives, government, politics and contemporary history. University life had its compensations, but also its limitations: one had to teach, which she disliked, and to help students who might not share her passion. at oxford she was handicapped in having little formal knowledge of the subject she was meant to profess, and was unfairly (if, somehow, properly) called on to pontificate upon subjects, people and periods she hardly knew. For all her networking, she knew little of academia, and those features she did, she generally deplored. She had several research students assigned to her, but having no research degree herself, she could be insecure and overbearing in their supervision. on the other hand, she did not weigh her position lightly, nor had she any sense of entitlement. a more modest, meritocratic oxford professor would be hard to find, and her students remember her with affection.
it was a tragedy that gowing did not have an opportunity-whether in her academic appointments or in her writing-to build upon her training in economic history and to contribute to economic policy, rather than to be repeatedly, relentlessly pilloried for her admitted ignorance of the sciences and their history. nonetheless, the opportunities to engage with economic historians and historians of technology were many-both at oxford and elsewhere in Britain. it remains surprising that she chose to stand so far apart from their traditions and debates.
as an official historian, gowing's style and methods reflected her years of apprenticeship with Keith Hancock, a master of the craft. edward Bridges once told Hancock that he must begin his research at the highest level-and not to write of one department only, nor of one project or personality, but instead to develop key subjects, and pursue them. 238 From her twenties, gowing took these lessons to heart-formal but fair, rejecting secrecy and conspiracy, and cultivating close contact with men (sic) who made the key decisions. She enjoyed the company, and earned the confidence, of the influential and powerful, to which her wartime experience of the Cabinet office and its grandees contributed greatly. Learning from Hancock to work 'from the top' was not only how to practise a trade, but also how to tell a story. Her work embodied a central perspective more characteristic perhaps of whitehall than westminster, a focus on tactics, details, avoiding contention, and letting commentary speak for itself. Policy and politics as viewed from the centre, informed by disinterested elites, form the perspective for which she is remembered.
in an age before the dominance of computers, gowing's methods of research and writing reveal a masterful approach to the collecting, cataloguing and use of public records. Lorna arnold recalls once remarking to gowing on the disorderly appearance of her desk, only to be told that she did not need a system, or to be neat, because she had such a good memory. Certainly, gowing had a powerful mind, capable of cutting through masses of documentation to see the big picture. to this she added a direct, forceful, straightforward if inelegant style. this brought enormous advantages. if she were never difficult to read, it was difficult for her readers (and departmental vetting officers) to disagree with what she wrote.
gowing's appointment to the UKaea-surely one of the most patient and tolerant government departments in Britain ever to commission a history-was both timely and promising. the perspective of official historian required knowledge both of the machinery of government, and of the people who made policy. gowing was fortunate in that Britain's nuclear history-the story of building a Bomb, and a Super Bomb, and developing civilian nuclear power-had engaged some of the best minds in the country, and their records had been carefully kept. if the authority had decided not to accept the rule of the Public records act, its archives would have remained under the official Secrets act; and even those released to the public, and eventually reaching the Pro, would have been thin, and greatly delayed-indeed, either until the 1970s (under the thirty year rule) or the 1990s (under the Fifty year rule). this would have delayed historical analysis for at least a generation, long after the death of many of the key actors, whose memoirs could not be relied upon in the same way.
to her task gowing brought ability and energy, and opened the subject of nuclear history for others. in the words of Lorna arnold, her legacy forms 'an incalculably important piece of British history'. 239 She was fortunate, because her account of British nuclear policy between 1945 and 1952 has never been superseded, nor seriously questioned. it was once said of her friend Hugh trevor-roper that his writing showed more brilliance than depth. in gowing, these features are reversed. Her writing is deep, rather than brilliant; her measured prose unfolds a narrative that brooks no distraction. thanks to the rules of official history, it is also unhindered by the presence of qualifying footnotes, or intellectual crossfire. tangential discussion or debate are not the stuff of policy.
But if this must be the way with official history, it is not the way with fast-moving, nuanced fields of scholarship, such as the history of science and technology. gowing's grasp of the moving research front in the history of science and technology was, at best, unsure. to her credit, she never promised otherwise. She never hid her respect for high scholarship, and encouraged those who looked to her for guidance and supervision. and given a life of state papers and prose, she had little time for changing scholarly fashions. Her letters and papers reveal remarkably little interest in historical events or ideas before the twentieth century, or outside her own compass, or even in the mainstream of current economic and social history, as then taught at Kent, oxford, or elsewhere. She reveals even less interest in american history, or european-let alone asian-history, and although she enjoyed the company of émigrés in england and holidays in France, she sensed no professional need to follow nuclear developments over the Channel or across the atlantic.
in assessing gowing's legacy, our conclusions must remain tentative. gowing's reputation rests principally on her two books and a large number of articles and book chapters, many of which are repetitive. this corpus contributed significantly to the emerging fields of nuclear history, nuclear politics and strategic studies, which in the 1980s were carried forward by
